Cleaning Tension Test Data

Kornucopia®
Smart-Tools for
Analyzing
Challenging Datasets™

Powerful software specifically
designed to naturally blend the
following into reusable, well
documented worksheets:
•

Simulation results
⇒

•
•
•

Finite elements & others

Experimental data
Analytical calculations
Analysis Algorithms

Kornucopia® makes all sorts of
calculations and data analysis
accurate, fast and easy within
Mathcad®
Copyright (C) 2009 Bodie Technology, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Kornucopia® is a registered trademark of
Bodie Technology, Inc.
Mathcad® is a registered trademark of PTC.

Transient Impact Correlation

Benefits of Kornucopia®
•
•
•

•
•
•

Intuitive and easy to use software for working with challenging
datasets commonly found in engineering and science
Highly configurable for experts, yet easy to use for non-experts
Do more with less effort - Analyze data accurately yet pragmatically
Heal non-ideal datasets via reorder, trim, smooth, tweak ...
Powerful DSP tools designed for EVERYONE, not just experts
Improved data interpretation and improved model/test correlations
Single environment for analyzing data from many sources
Enables automation of complete analysis processes and reporting

Analytical
Creativity
+
Pragmatism
Numerical

Experimental

Functionality Highlights
Over 85 functions and 25 templates covering:
Data Adjusting
• Clean-up data via tweaking, trimming, and rescaling
• Create an average XY data curve from multiple curves
Easy-to-use DSP & Filtering
• Readily handle data with non-constant sample rates
• Powerful and general purpose Fourier analysis functions
• Frequency Response Functions (FRF)
• IIR & FIR filtering (LP, HP, BP, BS), decimation/upsampling
• Easy-to-use data smoothing (with a simple knob)
Integration and Derivatives
• Work efficiently with large and challenging datasets
Enhanced File Read/Write
• Efficiently unpack files containing multiple data samples repeatedly
stacked (with or without headers)
Array and String Manipulation
• Easily rearrange data in arrays and strings, including nested arrays
Cool Stuff
• Create message popup boxes to guide worksheet usage
Example Worksheets & Templates
• Teaching examples & realistic examples ranging from academic
research to industrial applications.

"We congratulate the Kornucopia®
development team for creating such
an effective and simple-to-use toolkit
for engineers worldwide."
Arun Nair, Ph.D.
- Becton Dickinson & Co.

Candidate Users of Kornucopia®
Anyone working with challenging data or large amounts of data
FEA Analysts
• Clean and smooth results from noisy explicit dynamics
simulations (Abaqus, LS-Dyna, Radioss …)
• Turn raw experimental material measurements into more
accurate FEA material laws
• Correlate models and tests faster and better
Experimentalists and Scientists
• Make analyzing difficult data faster and more accurate
Process and Design Engineers
• More efficiently and accurately analyze data from facility
processes, machinery, product and material tests ...

Analyze Multiple Datasets Efficiently

Analyzing Multiple Files

Read/Write Data Files with Complex Headers
• Integrity kept intact when comments and headers stay with data
• Functions to easily extract data from text headers
• No more manual file cleaning
Easily Unpack Data Files into Multiple Sets
• Eliminate the manual cutting and pasting of data regions
commonly done with data files containing “stacked datasets”
Quickly Process Multiple Files
• Visualize all your data quickly and correct mistakes sooner
Plot large numbers of data curves with one function
• Perform numerical calculations as you require
• Output results in various formats (csv, xls, others)
File with beginning and ending markers for each dataset

Analyzing a Packed File

Grouping key:

This template reads a packed
ASCII dat a file, separat es all
the data curves, cleans-up the
raw load/ displacement data,
converts it to stress/strain, and
computes an average curve

= specimen

= info section

= primary data

This template:
• Reads multiple files
• Reorders dat a
columns
• Smoothes noisy data
• Integrates all load vs.
disp. curves to obtain
work vs. disp. curves
• Writes out all results
to multiple Excel files

Powerful & Easy To Use DSP Tools
•
•

•

•

DSP - Digital Signal Processing (filtering, FFT, and much more)
Kornucopia® DSP functionality is designed to be usable by
ALL engineers and scientists, not just DSP experts
Help documentation contains numerous easy-to-follow
examples to enable users to learn how to use tools properly
Candidate users of Kornucopia® DSP technology:
Analysts using explicit FEA (Abaqus, LS-Dyna, Radioss …)
Experimentalists measuring noisy or distorted data
Engineers working with challenging datasets from
measurements of machines or facility processes
Special tools and features to improve usability and robustness
Easy-to-use smoothing functions based on powerful and
accurate DSP technology
Data regularization functions to properly process data with
ever-changing sampling rates
Cascade filter implementation to address massively oversampled data

Typical Use of DSP Technology

This template:
• Compare raw data
from test & FEA
• Perform Fourier
analysis to understand
frequency content
• Define lowpass filter to
remove noise
• After applying the
filter, it is evident that
below 1.5 KHz the
FEA and test correlate
well

“Without Kornucopia® I really
doubt the quality and quantity
of work would have been what
it was. The 1 on 1 instruction
was invaluable.”
Lieutenant Colonel Kelly
Laughlin, PhD
- US Army Picatinny Arsenal
Discussing his processing of large
caliber ballistics data from explicit
dynamics FE simulations and
experimental tests.

Salvaging Data
Correcting for low
frequency drift with a
highpass filter

Easy To Use
Smoothing
Removing noise from a
quasi-static simulation
result using an easy-touse smoothing function.
The smoothXY_ k function
packages high-t ech DSP
lowpass filtering
technology into an
easy-to-use format. This
DSP-based approac h is
more accurate and more
robust than simple
running average
smoothers.

Kornucopia® Tackling Difficult
Hysteresis Data
Challenges
•
•
•
•

Data has multiple cycles at multiple levels
Only 1 single array of data provided (Stress vs. Strain)
No flags or cycle counter provided
Raw data is very noisy due to optical strain measurement

Solution
•

•

Similar approach can be
used on reciprocating
process equipment data

Template uses DSP-based
smoothing, derivatives,
index searching, and
programming to automate
data processing
User quickly has data in a
clean format that is also
grouped by cycle and by
strain level

Leverage Mathcad’s Native Features
•
•
•
•
•

WYSIWYG scratchpad interface
Units-aware calculations
Mix symbolics and numerical methods
Easy to use programming
Many other features

Kornucopia®
enables users to
make the most of
Mathcad’s
powerful
environment

Improving Transient Data Analysis
via Filtering and DSP

Don’t Forget Training!
Bodie offers these two customizable, hands-on courses
Course Inquires
info@BodieTech.com

Complete Course Agendas
www.BodieTech.com

Introduction to
Kornucopia® and Mathcad®

Attend this course if you work with
Highly transient analyses and/or noisy quasi-static simulations
− Explicit dynamics simulations: Abaqus, LS-Dyna, Radioss ...
Measured shock, impact, failure, process data, or other noisy events
This 3-day course uses interactive lectures and workshops to teach the
basics of working with noisy and transient data (from both experiments
and simulations). Learn to collect data properly, avoid aliasing, interpret
its frequency content, and then filter it with confidence!
Topics include:

Attend this course if you work with
Data from experiments or other physical measurements
Simulation tools like FEA, CFD or others; either interpreting data
from these tools or creating data like material laws for these tools
Closed-form and pseudo-analytical analysis methods.
This 3-day course teaches the basics and enhanced functionality of
Kornucopia® and Mathcad®. You will learn how to work with
equations, functions, strings, units, arrays, simple to use programming,
plotting, and more! Numerous interactive workshops teach participants
how to process a variety of datasets derived from experiments and
simulations.
Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using Kornucopia® & Mathcad® effectively in the real world
Read/Write ASCII data in various formats, including files with
headers and comments
Clean, heal, reorder, trim, tweak, smooth, and average data curves
Working with nested arrays to easily manipulate multiple datasets
Easily perform Fourier analysis and filtering of data
How to easily integrate and differentiate data
Efficiently using Mathcad solve-blocks
Interacting with Excel and making effective PowerPoint graphs
from Mathcad graphs

•
•
•
•
•

Sources of distortions and noise
What filtering and Fourier
analysis are all about
Various strategies to apply
DSP successfully to quasi-static
and dynamic events
How to make fair comparisons
between models and experiments
Much more!

"This DSP seminar should be
mandatory for every explicit
dynamics user. Ted is a great
lecturer. Looking back to all
the things I did with Abaqus/
Explicit, I know now that they
could have been done better
had I had the knowledge
provided by the class and
Kornucopia®."
Pedro Bastias
- NACCO, Mat’ls Group

Learn how to turn this mess ...

... into success!

BODIE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
www.BodieTech.com
About Bodie Technology, Inc.
Bodie specializes in deciphering complex problems in the field of
nonlinear structural mechanics by employing a proven mix of
computational and testing knowledge in novel ways. Bodie is the
developer of Kornucopia®. We offer:
Kornucopia®
• Powerful Mathcad-based tools designed to easily blend:
Simulation results
Experimental data
Analytical calculations
Customized Training
• FEA, Mathcad, & Measurement user communities
Consultation and Methods Development
• Nonlinear structural mechanics problems
• Analytical, Computational, and Experimental techniques

“I would recommend Bodie's software, training, or consulting services
to anyone trying to solve complex nonlinear mechanics problems
involving problematic or noisy datasets.”
Dick Rotelli
- Co-founder & former General Manager, ABAQUS East

Analysis of WOX Shock Tester with permission from
Jon Yagla, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Div.

Contact
Email: info@BodieTech.com
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